
The great show of JYJ in Barcelona

Each day is more and more the music that 
comes from South Korea and each time is 
bigger the fan base of that bands in Europe. 
Some of the most popular groups have already 
stepped in Europe for music festivals along with 
other artists, but the first group to afford to do 
a European tour have been JYJ. The group, 
formed by the leader, Jaejoong, Yoochun and 
Junsu, had its beginnings in 2003 with the 
group DBSK. It wasn't til 2010 that the three 
members formed JYJ, and soon revolutionized 
the korean and global music market touring 
Korea, Japan, Malaysia, USA and now Europe in 
Spain and Germany.

On Saturday, October 29th, the concert took place in Spanish Village, venue that have been chosen 
by the group memebers. Many were the fans of the three boys, mostly girls, that camped around 
the venue since Thursday morning, enduring cold and rain to get a good site in the first row for 
the first concert in Spain and Europe of JYJ.

From early morning, fans from different parts of Spain or Europe, and even China and Japan, were 
queuing. They all were singing the songs of the band, practicing their dances, giving away flyers 
and signing flags for their idols. In addition, there were many who came to the point of collection 
of gifts, to give the group the gift that had been preparing during long time. We saw many 
different kinds of presents, from letters to bottles of wine and guitars that came from so far. When 
the afternoon was passing, the queue cheered and everyone was ready to get into the venue. At 
8:30 p.m., with a little delay, the gates were opened. But that was no reason why the fans enjoy 
the first JYJ's concert in Spain..

The lights went out, leaving only red penlights shining in all venue. After a few seconds, on a large 
screen started a video giving an introduction to the 
concert. When the videos finished, the three 
members of the group took the stage to open his 
concert with the song Empty. After this song, the 
concert went through with the most successful 
songs of the group that blew the audience. Along 
with the dancers crew created by Rafa Méndez, 
Jaejoong, Yoochun and Junsu showed their 
talent in dancing and vocals combining fast hits 
with hard choreography and slower songs that 
made cried more than one of the fans of the band. 

Hits such as  Mission, included in their latest album, In Heaven, were one of the most animated 
with the great light show and big stage with the fans encouraging the whole group with screams. 
In other songs like  In Heaven, the three members were alone on stage to perform their more 
emotional.  Everything was perfect. The fans were delighted with the show and there were no 
problems whatsoever. JYJ played their most successful songs while fans chanted and danced with 
them, as is the case with the song Be My Girl.

As pure Asian style, between the songs the band came on stage to interact with fans and make 
small talks or interviews in which they talked about their impressions of Spain and meet new fans. 



JYJ delighted us with some words in spanish as "Besame Mucho" (Kiss me so much) by Yoochun 
who blew the audience or "I love you" by Jaejoong.

The only negative point for fans about the show was that the concert had to come to an end. Too 
short for the fans, the concert was almost two hours long. At the end of the concert the band said 
goodbye and talked about their next plans that are work on a new album with which they can 
promote themselves and be back in Spain. That left the fans very excited and happy, and ready to 
have the next album in their hands and see the band again in Spain. 


